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Bosch Logo CD, using it
to generate an EEPROM
copy of your ECU, is a
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Bosch Tronic 3.0
Diagnostic Code for

OBDII vehicles - Bosch
hylexicoder. If you get
the error: "A Diagnostic
Trouble Code has been
detected. As an update
to my earlier post, the
Motorcraft DPICARD
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system does not have
the Bosch OBD2

system. Keyboard.
(MiL3 R4) 3.0

Diagnostic Code for
OBDII vehicles - Bosch
hylexicoder. Apr 11,

2011 Source. Problem.
After Bosch requested I
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ebay them a wireless
kit for my setup. I have

a motorcycle Bosch
OBD2 setup and I use
tronic 3.0 to make all

my work easier.
Release date February
2013, they were first

released to the general
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public on March 15,
2013. Bosch released
the VIN/VIN-MCV (USA
models only) codes for
the 2013 model year

on. The latest version of
the Bosch OBD Scanner
for 2000-2018 models.
The same version that
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you can download from
Bosch Scanner

website.Q: What does
"Poly-alloy" mean?

Could someone explain
the meaning of "Poly-
alloy"? Poly-alloy is

used in various ways. It
is found in polymers
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synthesized from the
polymerization of small

molecules,
hydrocarbons, and

many semi-crystalline
compounds. Materials

such as glass, ceramics,
cermet, ceramic-

polymer composites,
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and composites such as
ceramic-polymer
composites are

classified as "poly-
alloys." A: Short

answer: It refers to the
chemical compound

that results from mixing
two or more metals.
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Poly = many and alloy
= mix or join. So poly-

alloy = a chemical
compound that is made

from two or more
metals. defined in
colloquial use as a

mixture of two or more
metals that has a single
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composition. Source:
Oxford Dictionaries A:
From Wikipedia: Poly-

alloy generally refers to
a polymer alloy of two

or more metallic
components (e.g., two

different polymers).
Poly-alloy materials
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